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Abstract
While cross-linguistic syntactic variation has been widely studied, far less research has
been conducted on such variation within dialects of a single language. North American
English in particular is rich in morpho-syntactic variation, much of which has yet to be
documented and systematically analyzed. This project explores one such instance of variation,
namely the use of hella in West Coast dialects of the language. I argue that there are in fact
two different dialects of hella with distinct underlying syntactic structures, spoken in the
Northern California Bay Area and in Seattle, Washington. An analysis of acceptability
judgments gathered from speakers in these two regions using Amazon Mechanical Turk
clarifies the distribution of hella in each dialect, and the environments in which hella is
accepted or disallowed in each dialect are discussed.
The contrast between the two dialects can be seen in sentences (i) and (ii).
(i)

This seat reclines hella.

(ii)

This seat reclines hella far.

Sentence (i) is acceptable for speakers from Seattle, while speakers from the Bay Area
consistently report it as ungrammatical. On the other hand, these Bay Area speakers who use
hella strongly prefer sentence (ii), which is less acceptable for speakers from Seattle. It is
proposed that these surface differences in hella’s distribution can be accounted for by the
presence of silent elements, following from Kayne (2005), within the syntax of the Seattle
dialect. The derivations for (i) and (ii) are given below.
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(i)

(ii)

The structural differences can be accounted for by the feature [Deg:__] on the head of the
degree phrase. In the Bay Area dialect, this degree feature is strong, licensing movement of
the IntensifierP containing hella into the specifier of the DegP, as seen in (ii). Within the
Seattle dialect, on the other hand, the feature is weak and is satisfied by the presence of hella
as an adjunct to the NP. In (i), because movement of the IntensifierP is not licensed,
Koopman’s (1996) Generalized Doubly-Filled Comp Filler is violated under Kayne’s (1994)
theory of Asymmetry in which adjuncts and speficiers are structurally equivalent. Thus, the
NP (given here as LOTS) must be silent in order to resolve the Doubly-Filled Comp violation.
This analysis accounts for speakers’ conflicting judgments and helps explain hella’s
distribution within each regional dialect.
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"It's not just a word, but a statement of cultural identification, of a long-standing bond of trust
and respect for fellow Northern Californians, and of a mutual understanding between you and
the rest of the world that you are from [...] NorCal. [...] Hella is a word. It's a symbol. It's a
way of life."
--Urban Dictionary User “NorCal”
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1.

Introduction

1.1 What is hella?
Among Californians, there are few things as divisive as the word hella. In terms of
linguistic features that distinguish one group of speakers from another, hella is arguably the
most frequently cited, both by scholars and residents themselves. Hella has the tendency to
elicit strong opinions, separating Californians into two distinct groups based on their stance
towards the word: those from Northern California, for whom the word is a marker of group
membership, identifying fellow NorCal natives, and those from Southern California, for
whom hella is something to be poked fun at and only to be used in jest. However, the use of
this slang term is not limited to the Golden State, a fact that may be surprising to some
Californians. In fact, the word has also been adopted by speakers in Seattle, albeit in a
somewhat unique manner. Further east, however, the use of hella in other dialects of
American English is limited to forms that have popped up due to the word’s dissemination via
references from popular culture. For these speakers, the most familiar usage of hella is likely
synonymous with the adverbial intensifiers really or very, as in the widely accepted (1).
(1)

That girl is hella smart.

In considering the origins of the word, many people are of the opinion that hella is a
contraction of the phrase “hell of a,” often written as helluva. There is indeed evidence to
support this view, as seen in (2) below.
(2)

a. She’s a hella good student.
She’s a hell of a good student.
b. John’s a hella nice guy.
John’s a hell of a nice guy.
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c. That’s a hella cool watch you have on!
That’s a hell of a cool watch you have on!
d. We had a hella good time at the pool party.
We had a hell of a good time at the pool party.
However, hella is frequently used in positions in which substitution of “hell of a” is no longer
grammatical, given in (3).
(3)

a. I hella want those shoes./*I hell of a want those shoes.
b. There were hella people at the party./*There were hell of a people at the party.
c. I'm hella tired./*I’m hell of a tired.

The same holds true in the other direction—there are also a number of cases in which hella
cannot be grammatically substituted for “hell of a,” or helluva, as in (4).
(4)

a. My mom’s a hell of a cook./*My mom’s a hella cook.
b. That was a helluva vacation!/*That was a hella vacation!

Thus, it appears that simply interpreting the word as a contraction is insufficient; considering
hella to be a shortening of a longer phrase significantly overgenerates as seen in (4), yet
undergenerates, as in (3).
Hella is also commonly used as a quantifier, denoting a large quantity of something, used in
place of “a lot,” as in (5).
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(5)

a. I feel like eating hella brownies.
I feel like eating a lot of brownies.
b. Our teacher gave us hella homework.
Our teacher gave us tons of homework.
c. There’s gonna be hella people at the party tomorrow night.
There’s gonna be lots of people at the party tomorrow night.

Many speakers whose dialects include hella also accept its use as an intensifier (6), as a
licenser of NP-ellipsis (7), and as an interjection/affirmative (8).
(6)

a. Superman is hella better than Batman.
Superman is way better than Batman.
b. I’m hella going to the library this weekend.
I’m totally going to the library this weekend.
c. I love this song so hella much.
I love this song so so much.

(7)

a. –Do you have any food?
--Yeah, there’s hella in the kitchen!
Yeah, there’s a lot in the kitchen!

(8)

a. –That was the best night of my life.
--Hella! Me too.
Totally! Me too.

Additionally, some speakers accept hella as denoting “awesome” or “exceptional.” For these
speakers, the sentence (5a) in is ambiguous, meaning either “a lot of brownies,” “awesome
brownies,” or perhaps even “a lot of awesome brownies.”
These examples illustrate that hella is used grammatically in a variety of functional
positions, and thus simply defining the term as a contraction of hell of a or helluva, or as a
synonym for really, is an insufficient analysis. In order to propose a better analysis, then,
further investigation into its history and distributional constraints is necessary.
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2.

Background

2.1 Origins
Like many slang words or phrases, the origins of the word hella are rather opaque. The
Oxford English Dictionary gives two definitions of the term, the first of which, surprisingly,
comes from a 1987 edition of the Toronto Star: “The horse went hella whoopin’ down the
trail, trailing 50 feet or more of the best Berkley Trilene Monofilament line” (Hella, 2002).
The dictionary defines this adverbial usage as “very, exceedingly; in an extraordinary or
impressive manner.” The second form, cited as first being used in 1993 in “Mortal Kombat
for PC in rec.games.video.nintendo (Usenet newsgroup),” is of the adjectival variety (Hella,
2002). Defined as “much, a lot of,” this form is quite similar to that seen in (5) in the previous
section: “Only problem is that this great program need [sic] hella memory and 486 power!!!”
(Hella, 2002). Etymologically, the OED gives two potential origins. The first, which suggests
a contraction of helluva, is ill-equipped to explain the various alternative uses of hella, given
in (6)-(8) in the previous section, as we have seen. While this origin may be sufficient in
explaining the two uses given by the OED, it is clear that it does not explain the full story.
The second etymological hypothesis is that hella is in fact a splitting of the word hellacious,
defined by The Random House Historical Dictionary of American Slang as
“extreme/remarkable, outstanding,” which can be traced back to use by college students in the
1930s (Lighter, 2004). This theory would explain the somewhat idiosyncratic reading of hella
as ambiguously denoting either a large quantity, “awesome,” or both, as in (5a), reproduced
below.
(5)

a. I feel like eating hella brownies.
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Replacing hella with hellacious in this instance, while perhaps a bit awkward, would indeed
return one of the same readings:
(9)

I feel like eating hellacious brownies.
I feel like eating outstanding brownies.

Yet again, there are a number of issues that arise when considering this analysis. Firstly, this
definition is incompatible with the most frequently used form of hella, paraphrased as really.
Additionally, the “awesome” reading of (5) is only available for some speakers. Lastly, such a
splitting hypothesis seems improbable given the tendency of English to break words with
regards to stress and syllable boundaries. We would expect to see something closer to “hellaysh” given the language’s phonological processes (Eghan, 2015; Spradin, 2016). So,
although hellacious may have influenced the lexical entry for hella, it cannot account for the
word’s formation or current usage. Clearly, hella has taken on a life of its own, whatever its
etymological origins may be.
Just as hella’s root origins are unclear, so too are its social and cultural history,
especially in regards its racial origins, which are frequently disputed. On one hand, hella is
included as an entry in the reference book Black Talk: Words and Phrases from the Hood to
the Amen Corner (Smitherman, 1994). In Slang: The People’s Poetry, however, author
Michael Adams proclaims that “hella is not African American at all, but northern California
slang in contrast to Southern California totally,” although his evidence to support this claim is
meager (2009). On the other hand, Mary Bucholtz, whose sociolinguistic work centers on the
use of slang and the perceptual dialectology of California, falls somewhere in the middle,
conceding that the term probably originated within the African American community in
Oakland (2007). She describes Oakland, along with its southern counterpart Compton, as the
source of “West Coast gangster rap style of hip hop” which, along with other youth styles of
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speech, shaped and “continue to shape language use within California and the nation as a
whole” (Bucholtz et al., 2007). There is indeed a tendency within English for slang items to
be co-opted and appropriated by white speakers; it would be relatively unsurprising, then, for
hella to have this same historical trajectory (Bucholtz, 2001).
Online comment threads and discussion boards on the topic are just as divided on the
subject of hella’s origins as scholars of the topic. One commenter explains, “I distinctly
associate it with [the East Bay Low Rider] group and I don't think it made its way into the
white teen population of Berkeley until a number of years later” (Zuleika, 2015). Another
poster shares, “I never got the feeling it was black slang at all, I always felt it came from the
white BMX/Skater crowd […] I think the black slang was still using ‘cat’ and not ‘dude’”
(Hansen, 2015).
Finally, the date of hella’s emergence within the slang of Northern California is also
contested. While the Oxford English Dictionary records 1987 as its first usage, residents of
the Bay Area claim that the term was well-established at least more than a decade prior. One
commenter explains, “We we're [sic] using it in southern Alameda County (Hayward, Castro
Valley, San Leandro) as early as 1972” (Hayweird, 2015). Another says, “I went to ODowd in
Oakland 1970-74 and everyone said hella” (Kittyking, 2015). One even argues that the term
was around in the 1960s: “Grew up in Oaktown and high school'd in Berkeley in
60's/70's...was using "hella" back then” (Puckmeister, 2015).
Regardless of when it appeared, hella undoubtedly has roots in the Bay Area where it
is used by speakers of all backgrounds. Bucholtz et al. describe the term’s spread across social
groups in their study of social meanings of slang in California youth culture, explaining that
hella “has come to be used by young people with different identities who share the youth-
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cultural value of coolness” (2001). This “value of coolness,” she explains, takes precedence
over any other social or demographic categories, as hella is “used among Bay Area youth of
all racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds and both genders, much as teenagers in
other parts of the United States use the intensifiers wicked and mad” (Bucholtz, 2001). In
another paper, Bucholtz clarifies the term’s function as a marker of Northern California
affiliation by gathering data about Californians’ perceptions of dialects within the state using
a map-labeling task. Hella was, “by far, the most frequently remarked-upon slang term in the
map-labeling data” and accounted for 47.4% of the slang labels. Participants overwhelmingly
associated the term with the northern region of the state, often by marking the area with labels
like “the hellas, Land of the Hella’s, and Hella capital” (Bucholtz, 2007).
While this data certainly provides insight into the sociolinguistic organization of the
word within California, research has yet to explore the usage of hella in Seattle, where it is
also a salient lexical item. However, speakers of hella in Seattle utilize a number of structures
that diverge from what is typical in the California Bay Area. The following minimal pair
illustrates this divergence.
(10)

a. I spoke Spanish today for the first time in hella.
b. I spoke Spanish today for the first time in hella days.

For speakers from Seattle, (10a) is acceptable and productive, whereas (10b) is
ungrammatical. Conversely, speakers from Northern California who use hella accept (10b)
and find (10a) to be bad or even unintelligible.
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2.2 Two dialects of hella?
Based on the contrast shown in (10), it appears that speakers’ use of hella may require
more than one syntactic analysis. Sentence (11) is another example of a construction using
hella that is found to be unacceptable by Bay Area speakers of hella dialects, but is perfectly
acceptable for Seattle speakers who use the word.
(11)

I haven’t had ramen in hella.

This difference in acceptability judgments is also seen in (12).
(12)

a. I went to the library hella often last semester.
b. I went to the library hella last year.

Speakers from the Bay Area accept (12a) and dislike (12b), whereas speakers from Seattle
prefer the (12b) variant.
Following from these contrasts, it appears that hella is a more complex phenomenon
than previously supposed, with a wider syntactic distribution than is usually assumed by
speakers who do not use hella, or those who only study the word in the context of California.
Based on these data, I propose that the hella used by Bay Area speakers and the hella of
Seattle speakers are two distinct phenomena with different underlying syntactic structures.
2.3 This Paper
While the use of hella has been explored in larger contexts of slang and youth culture,
work has yet to be done on its dialectal variants and the differences in its role within speakers’
syntax at large. My work aims to fill this gap by first providing an aggregate of its possible
environments within the grammar and verifying its productivity within the two regions. To do
this, I constructed and ran an acceptability judgment survey using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
platform to gather regional judgment data to supplement preliminary interviews, online
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research, and informal survey results. Although statistical tests did not find significance,
individual responses clarify the possible uses of hella most broadly and speak to a divide
between dialectal variants in its syntax. The two regions have in common the uses of hella in
quantifying both mass and count nouns, in NP-ellipsis, and as an intensifier over adverbs,
while they differ in their judgments of hella as used in time expressions (including habitual
actions) and as a verbal intensifier. Having established this foundation, I next put forth an
analysis of the underlying syntactic structure in each region, clarifying the structural
constraints that account for these surface differences. Drawing from the empirical data, I
propose that hella acts as both a quantifier and intensifier in its Bay Area variant and argue in
favor of the presence of silent elements (following from Kayne 2005) in its Seattle variant.
3

Using Amazon Mechanical Turk

3.1 What is Amazon Mechanical Turk?
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is an online crowdsourcing service operated by Amazon.
Sometimes called “artificial artificial intelligence,” the platform hosts tasks that are usually
quite simple for humans yet remain difficult for computers to perform (Amazon Mechanical
Turk, n.d.). Each job, or Human Intelligence Task (HIT), “represents a single, self-contained
task that a Worker can work on, submit an answer, and collect a reward for completing”
(Amazon Mechanical Turk, n.d.). These tasks range from identifying duplicate photos to
transcribing audio recordings, and the platform’s affordability and large pool of participants
also lends it to work in sociolinguistics and metalinguistic variation. As discussed in Gibson
et al. (2011), much past linguistic research in syntax and semantics is based on judgments
from the authors and/or their colleagues with little, if any, quantitative support. Often, this can
lead to results that are not generalizable, or that may in fact be contrary to results derived in
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experimental evaluations or native speaker judgments (Gibson et al., 2011). As such, the use
of MTurk for research in syntax and semantics has contributed to the validity of these
disciplines’ findings.
Recent demographic surveys have found that approximately 80% of “turkers,” the
colloquial name for workers who complete HITs through the MTurk platform, are from the
United States, with the remaining 20% from India (Ipeirotis, 2015). The breakdown of
participants by gender is appears balanced, averaging 50% male and 50% female. The largest
group by age is comprised of those who were born in the 1980s, which encompasses nearly
half of all turkers. Those born in the 1990s and the 1970s account for another 20% of turkers,
respectively. Lastly, the median household income for US turkers was found to be consistent
with the median household income within the United States at large, at approximately $50k
annually (Ipeirotis, 2015).
3.2 MTurk in Previous Work in Linguistics
Most past work in syntax has relied on relatively informal experimental procedures to
gather native speaker judgments. Because grammaticality judgments are usually robust,
probing native speakers for acceptability judgments on just a small number of sentences can
provide ample insight into what constitutes grammatical wellformedness, thus allowing
researchers to identify constraints on grammaticality and propose theories of speakers’ mental
representations of syntactic structure (Sprouse, 2011). However, there are certain fallbacks to
conducting research this way; often, those tested are the experimenter’s own colleagues,
which limits generalizability (Sprouse, 2011). Recently, however, there has been a trend
within the field of syntax of formalizing such inquiry, moving towards more quantitative
methods and experimental designs, which also for statistical analyses of the data (Sprouse,
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2011). While carrying out these kinds of experiments often require more time, financial
resources, and certainly more participants, in many cases they allow for a level of detailed
evaluation and generalizability that informal experiments do not.
Amazon’s MTurk service has gained popularity within the field of linguistics as one of
the most effective platforms through which to formalize such syntactic research, due largely
to its relative ease of use and cost effectiveness. Compared to formalized experiments that
take place in the lab, MTurk surveys significantly reduce the investment of time on the part of
the researcher, primarily in the form of recruitment and the running of participants in the
laboratory (Sprouse, 2011). Whereas in the lab, researchers can only run one participant at a
time (a process which may take up to an hour and requires the researcher to be present),
experiments on MTurk can be run on multiple participants at a time, remotely, and only
require the researcher to upload the survey and to approve payment of the participants
following completion. Due to the large number of turkers looking for work each day, the
researcher need not worry about finding participants for his or her experiment. Additionally,
because each HIT is usually relatively short (sometimes consisting of only a few sentences),
costs are often far lower than would be the case for lab experiments; single HITs are often
paid at a rate of $0.02 USD, totaling a mere $0.20 for a ten-judgment survey. Lastly, while
running participants in a traditional laboratory may require months of work to reach the
desired number of participants, MTurk studies can be completed within a week or less.
There has, however, been some concern within the field of syntax that such online
experiments decrease the amount of control that the experimenter has as compared to
experiments that take place within the supervised environment of the laboratory (Sprouse,
2011). With online surveys, experimenters are not able to absolutely ensure that all
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participants are native speakers of the target language, understand the task, and do not have
any distractions in their environment that may affect their performance. However, turkers are
given approval ratings based on how well or how completely they finish the HITs they choose
to take on, which incentivizes good work, as highly ranked turkers have access to more HITs.
In addition, in a comparison of a large-scale laboratory-based experiment and an identical
MTurk experiment, Sprouse (2011) did not find a considerable difference in terms of data
quality between the two samples, noting both comparable participant rejection rates and
substantial time savings. He did not find evidence for any meaningful power loss in regards to
the syntactic phenomena themselves and only a slight power loss for extremely weak effects
(that were processing-based), and there appeared to be no meaningful difference in the shape
or location of the judgment distributions between the two samples (Sprouse, 2011). As with
any experimental design, there are pros and cons to using MTurk for syntactic research.
However, MTurk has been shown to return results comparable to those obtained in a lab, in
both a short span of time and at low cost, and in cases where statistical analysis is required, is
a highly effective form of data collection.
MTurk has proven particularly useful for studies of dialectal differences within
American English, as the majority of turkers live within the United States. Researchers can
compare acceptability judgment responses from participants from regions all over the country
and use these data to hone in on language differences related to dialect membership. For
example, Wood et al. (2015) used the platform to examine judgments on the “Southern Dative
Presentative,” polling turkers nationwide to verify the construction’s use in Southern dialects
of American English and to make comparisons between the Southern Dative Presentative and
the “better-studied” Personal Dative construction. The study both clarified the prevalence of
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the construction within the Southern region of the United States and its limited use outside the
area, and the specific responses of turkers from the South allowed the experimenters to better
understand the construction itself. Other work by Erlewine and Kotek (2015), among others,
has also found success using MTurk to gather data and test syntactic theories, “demonstrating
the usefulness of online crowdsourcing platforms in syntactic dialect research” (Wood et al.,
2015).
3.3 Experimental Procedure
In order to better understand the distribution of hella and to hone in on what kinds of
items to test, I constructed a preliminary survey through Google Forms prior to creating my
MTurk experiment. This first survey was distributed through my Facebook network and
returned 423 responses, with participants ranging in age from 17-65. Participants came from
across the country, with more respondents from California than any other state. Participants
were asked to provide a grammaticality judgment using a Likert-type scale of 1-7 and were
offered an opportunity to include comments in addition to their numerical responses. Of these
responses, 124 respondents were speakers from the California Bay Area or Seattle,
Washington. After filtering by region and discarding data from unserious participants (those
who did not complete the survey or who made joke comments), I ran t-tests to determine
whether the sentences that appeared to demonstrate dialectal contrasts had statistical
significance. The t-tests revealed significant differences between regional groups in
acceptability for a number of the grammatical structures of hella tested. Structures using hella
days were found to be significantly better for speakers from the Bay Area, while Seattle
speakers showed a significant preference for structures in which hella was not followed by an
overt temporal noun (i.e. days). Seattle speakers also preferred expressions in which hella was
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used to denote a habitual action and ranked adverbial expressions using hella (e.g. “I went to
the library hella last year”) as significantly more acceptable than did speakers from the Bay
area. (A summary of these results can be found in Appendix E).
These results, coupled with many of the comments provided, helped clarify my
hypotheses. Due to the somewhat informal nature of the preliminary study, however, which
was distributed through social media, did not randomize experimental items, and did not
include any fillers, a follow-up study through MTurk was created to correct these flaws in
design, seeking to replicate the initial findings.
I constructed my study using Ibex Farm1, a tool for running behavioral
psycholinguistic experiments, which allowed for increased control over the experimental
design as opposed to creating the survey using MTurk’s own, somewhat limiting template.
Because IbexFarm runs JavaScript, I was able to manipulate and randomize the order of the
experimental items, include a separator, and present the items one at a time, rather than in a
scrolling list. I then uploaded this survey to the MTurk site, which acted as the platform
through which I distributed the experiment and paid the participants. I tested twelve distinct
sentence structures with the hope of replicating findings from the preliminary survey and to
test new questions that arose during analysis of the preliminary survey, in-person interviews,
or online data.
The Ibex experiment was a 2x2 design. I chose to create a Latin Square to allow me to
abstract over the effect of the individual words in order to better speak to the effect of the
syntactic structure more broadly. My between-subjects factor was dialectal region, namely
Seattle or Bay Area, and my within-subjects factor was the presence or absence of hella

1

Developed by Alex Drummond
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within a given sentence structure. Tokens were distributed across eight lists, each of which
consisted of two instances of sentence structures A-L (one that included hella and a different
but parallel structure in which hella was replaced with a synonym or simply deleted) for a
total of 24 test sentences. (See Appendix A and Appendix B for ordered lists and test items).
The survey also included a number of both grammatical and ungrammatical fillers in order to
affirm that participants were paying attention and to disguise the experimental premise.
Twelve grammatical fillers and twelve ungrammatical fillers were used to balance the test
sentences. Sentences were presented one at a time with a 1-7 Likert-type scale, where a
judgment of 1 signified that the sentence was completely ungrammatical, and 7 indicated that
the sentence was totally grammatical. Participants were asked to consider the sentences as
something that they or a friend might say, keeping in mind that tokens may not be “proper,”
formal English. (The full experimental instructions can be found in Appendix C).
Using MTurk’s location filtering capabilities, I made my study only visible to turkers
in the US states of either Washington or California. The study was also limited to native
speakers of English. In addition, I limited my participant pool to turkers with greater than or
equal to 90 percent approval ratings on the platform, meaning that only turkers who
consistently were approved for payment for well-completed HITs were eligible to participate
in my survey. This was to ensure participants were familiar with the overall MTurk process
and had regularly performed satisfactory work. Prior to beginning the experimental portion of
the study, participants were asked to provide their age, gender, highest level of education,
geographic location, place of birth, native language, and any other languages spoken. They
were also asked to read and agree to the terms listed in the experimental consent form prior to
continuing to ensure compliance with ethical standards. The breakdown of participants in
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terms of age, location, and education is given in Table 1. The distribution of participants for
these factors is relatively consistent with overall MTurk statistics.
Table 1
Demographic Information Reported by Survey Participant
Gender
Age
Education
Female
8 18-29
10
High school graduate
Male
10 30-39
8
Some college
Other/Declined to Respond
11 40-49
3
Associates degree
50-59
6
Bachelors degree
60+
1
Graduate degree (Masters, Doctorate, etc.)

4.

Results

4.1 Experimental Results
A total of 112 participants chose to accept the HIT on MTurk. Of these, data was only
recorded for 66 participants, due to turkers who closed the webpage before their results could
be sent to the server. However, of these 66, six were excluded because they either did not live
in California or Washington, were not native speakers of English, or had previously
completed the study. The remaining sixty participants were then filtered by region according
to either current location or birthplace. This left a total of eighteen participants from the Bay
Area region of California and eight from Seattle or the surrounding suburbs for a total of
twenty-eight participants who met the experimental criteria. Each of the 112 total participants
who submitted the completion code was paid $0.50 regardless of whether their results were
submitted to the server or their data was included in the analysis. The average completion
time for the task was 7.34 minutes.
The means of acceptability ratings for the experimental sentences are given in Table 2.
Participants’ acceptability ratings were z-scored to normalize the distribution and to account
for differences in scoring criteria between participants. Independent sample t-tests were run
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2
7
3
11
6

on the data to determine whether there was a significant difference between dialectal regions
in their judgments of the distributional options within sentences using hella, with the goal of
determining whether certain structures were preferable for one dialect over another. However,
due to the small number of participants who met the inclusion criteria, the t-tests were
inconclusive. No significant difference was found between the regions, but it is predicted that
with a greater number of subjects, the dialectal differences that were attested in the
preliminary survey would be replicated.

Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for hella Structures
Structure Code
Mean Rating
Standard Deviation
A
3.6923
2.05464
B
3.7308
2.25491
C
3.1538
1.97367
D
3.8846
2.21498
E
3.8077
1.95998
F
3.6923
2.03508
G
2.4615
1.70249
H
3.1538
1.91191
I
3.1538
1.82630
J
3.6154
1.98145
K
2.7692
1.88271
L
3.3462
1.89615

Structure
Code
A
B
C
D
E
F

t
.109
-.399
-.162
.203
-.114
.315

Table 3
Independent Samples t-test
Significance
Structure
(2-tailed)
Code
.914
G
.693
H
.872
I
.841
J
.910
K
.755
L
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t
-.320
.711
.984
-.438
.256
-.271

Significance
(2-tailed)
.751
.484
.335
.665
.801
.781

4.2 Limitations
Because not all speakers within a region use the same lexical items, it can be difficult
to gather judgments about a particular word; not only was the study limited by the fact that
only participants from two regions met inclusion criteria, but also by the fact that not all of the
speakers from these regions necessarily found the use of hella acceptable in the first place. In
addition, because a large number of responses received were excluded from the statistical
analysis because they did not meet one or more criteria, the distribution across the eight lists
was not equally balanced. For future studies, these issues could be addressed by gathering a
significantly larger pool of participants over a longer period of time to combat issues of
results not being sent to the server, to ensure a more equal distribution of participants across
the experimental lists, and to obtain judgments from a larger number of speakers who actually
have the word hella within their grammars. Additionally, with a larger number of participants,
results could be analyzed using a linear model in order to determine which factors most
influence the use of hella overall.
5.

Syntax Analysis

5.1 Two Dialects
Although the results of the MTurk study were not significant due to the small number
of participants, individual responses do seem to support the findings of the preliminary
surveys and research. These data point to a lack of consensus among speakers of hella as to
where the word is acceptable and where it is disallowed. That said, speakers are in agreement
about hella’s use to quantify mass and count nouns, in positions of NP-ellipsis, and as an
adverb modifying an adjective. Speakers also uniformly dislike hella when it is used in a
context with an overt determiner before a noun phrase. (These were marked as structures A,
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B, J, and K in the survey; for the full list of test sentences, refer to Appendix A). However, for
the structures to describe time or in other positions of adverbial modification, speakers
diverge in their judgments. This lack of unanimity points to the existence of two different
dialects, as predicted, with two different underlying syntactic structures. First, I turn to the
Seattle dialect, in which I argue hella is an intensifier over silent elements. I posit four distinct
silent forms that, together, can account for the range of available positions of hella. Next, I
turn to the Bay Area dialect, arguing that the phrase intensified by hella must be overt for
these speakers. Additionally, I argue that there is a separate lexical entry for hella in which it
functions as a quantifier. Following these proposals, I discuss general constraints on hella’s
usage and address limitations of the theory.
5.2 Seattle Dialect
In both the preliminary survey and the MTurk experiment, certain constructions using
hella appeared as being unique to the Seattle dialect. Sentences in which hella is used to
denote a period of time, as in (13), as an intensifier over VPs, as in (14), and to denote
habitual actions, as in (15), are all instances of structures particular to Seattle.
(13)

a. Dude, I haven’t heard this song in hella!
Dude, I haven’t heard this song in forever!
b. We haven’t heard from her in hella!
We haven’t heard from her in forever!

(14)

a. I’m hella going to that concert next month.
I’m definitely going to that concert next month.
b. It hella seems like she knows what she’s talking about.
It definitely seems like she knows what she’s talking about.
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(15)

a. We listened to punk music hella in the 90s.
We listened to punk music all the time in the 90s.
b. I ate ramen hella back in college.
I ate ramen all the time back in college.
c. This seat reclines hella!
This seat reclines a lot!

Based on these data, I propose that hella can be analyzed as an intensifier in all its given
forms. This analysis requires a discussion of silent elements, as proposed in Kayne (2005).
Adopting such an analysis allows for the unification of the various uses of hella in Seattle
under a single syntactic structure.
5.2.1 Hella as an Intensifier
The most “basic” form of hella, that which is used by speakers of both dialects and
understood by those who do not use hella, is in positions where it intensifies an adjective, as
in (1) reprinted below.
(1)

That girl is hella smart.

Because the adjective being modified in this structure is the predicate of the sentence, it must
be overt (i.e. smart); no silent element could take its place without losing the essential
meaning of the sentence, due to the context-dependency and variability of the adjectival form.
As such, in this structure there is no need to propose that silence is at play. Hella in (1) can
easily be substituted with very, perhaps the most common intensifier in the English language.
Hella acts as emphasis to further stress the speakers’ belief in the truth-value of the
proposition, just as any other intensifier would. Therefore, it does not seem that any special
analysis is necessary in this case. Because hella can be analyzed as an intensifier in this
context, considering it as such in other environments is a reasonably consistent hypothesis.
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In the rest of the dialect’s uses of hella, however, the role of silent elements must be
considered. Such an analysis would help explain why some of the structures unique to Seattle
appear to speakers of other dialects as missing a crucial word or phrase. For non-Seattle
speakers of English who hear a sentence like (15c), many report thinking that the utterance is
unfinished—for these speakers, hella must function as an adverb, and in such a sentence the
focus of the adverbial modifier is not voiced. However, by positing the presence of a silent
element, this perceived absence can be accounted for; for speakers from Seattle, the sentence
is not missing anything at all—what feels to be missing for other speakers is understood as
underlying present, but simply unpronounced, for Seattle speakers.
5.2.2 Silence in Seattle
One type of morphosyntactic silence is argued to be licensed by means of Koopman’s
(1996) Generalized Doubly-Filled Comp Filter, wherein if a head and its specifier are both
filled, only one may be pronounced. Silent elements have been proposed to explain a variety
of syntactic phenomena, from sentences about age wherein silent YEARS is posited (Kayne,
2005) to a silent FAILED in have-yet-to constructions (Harves and Myler, 2014), among
others. Silent elements have also been proposed in other languages, from Slovenian to Dutch
to other Germanic languages (Marušič and Zǎucer, 2006; van Riemsdijk, 2012; van
Riemsdijk, 2002). Such evidence for silent elements in the syntax makes considering a similar
analysis for Seattle hella particularly appealing, with the potential to explain a number of
structures that otherwise might be difficult to reconcile with other dialects of hella.
I argue that silence within the Seattle dialect of hella also requires assuming the theory
of antisymmetry argued in Kayne (1994). In adopting the view that adjuncts and specifiers are
structurally identical, we can account for the silence of the four elements posited by asserting
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that the Doubly-filled Comp Filter can also be violated when both the adjunct and the head
are filled. By making this claim, we can account for the silence of the phrase that hella
modifies. I argue that the structure of such a derivation would appear as follows.
(16)

I argue that the phrase containing hella is a Degree Phrase, in which the head (Deg0) has a
degree feature that enters into a feature-checking relationship with hella further down in the
derivation. In the Seattle dialect, this is a weak feature that is satisfied by hella in the
Intensifier Phrase below, so movement of the IntensifierP is not licensed. As mentioned
previously, by adopting the theory of Antisymmetry, this IntensifierP adjunct can be
considered to be structurally equivalent to a specifier. Because hella fills this position, its NP
daughter must be silent in order to resolve the violation of the Doubly-Filled Comp Filler. To
account for the variety of positions in which hella appears in the Seattle dialect, I will be
proposing the existence of four distinct silent elements with hella—TIME, LOTS, MANY,
and GOOD—to fill this “SILENT ELEMENT” position.2

2

Following the convention given in Kayne (2005), these silent elements will be written in all
caps.
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The first structure that can be analyzed under this analysis is one like (13), recopied
below, in which hella is used in an expression of time without an overt complement.
(13)

a. Dude, I haven’t heard this song in hella!
Dude, I haven’t heard this song in forever!
b. We haven’t heard from her in hella!
We haven’t heard from her in forever!

This structure may be accounted for by calling for the presence of a silent TIME underlyingly.
In calling the silent element TIME instead of DAYS, this analysis can account for the
variability as to the amount of time in question; speakers use such a structure to denote a large
degree of time, which could be measured in a variety of units. Depending on both context and
the speaker’s intended meaning, the amount of time at hand could be days, weeks, months, or
even years. As such, positing a general complement like TIME, rather than a more limiting
DAYS, allows for any of these readings. The tree for the PP in (13) is given below.
(13)
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Another structure particular to speakers of the Seattle dialect of hella is one in which
hella acts as a verbal modifier, like in example (15), recopied below.
(15)

a. We listened to punk music hella in the 90s.
We listened to punk music all the time in the 90s.
b. I ate ramen hella back in college.
I ate ramen all the time back in college.
c. This seat reclines hella!
This seat reclines a lot!

In all of these instances, the word hella can be substituted with “lots” while staying relatively
true to the original meaning. As such, I posit that the silent element in these types of
sentences, in which hella is describing a habitual action (a, b) or a verbal extent (c), is a silent
form of “lots.” The tree to derive (15c) can be seen below:
(15c)

Again, the NP LOTS becomes silent because of the presence of hella within the IntensifierP,
with hella alone pronounced within the adverbial modifier of the DegP.
Another structure in which such an analysis could account for surface structure would
be in sentences where hella appears to be quantifying over some NP, such as in (17).
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(17)

a. There's hella brownies at the bake sale right now.
There’s a ton of brownies at the bake sale right now.
b. There's always hella people at the DMV.
There’s always a ton of people at the DMV.

While these forms of hella may superficially appear to be quantifiers (and are indeed analyzed
this way in the Bay Area dialect, to be discussed below), I argue here that because silence is
crucial for deriving the proper structure and meaning of Seattle structures using hella, these
types of sentences can be described as intensified quantifiers, in which hella retains its
function as intensifier, thus maintaining consistency with the other analyses that argue for
silence within the dialect. The underlying structure of a sentence such as (16a) contains a QP
in which the IntensifierP containing hella fills the Specifier position. The head of this QP
contains the quantifier “many,” which becomes a silent MANY because of the Doubly-Filled
Comp Filter violation, as with the other structures. The tree for (16a) can be seen below.
(17a)

Finally, I argue that for some speakers, there may also be a silent GOOD. This would
account for the ambiguous reading that some speakers get when they hear or read a sentence
such as (5a), reprinted below.
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(5)

a. I feel like eating hella brownies.
I feel like eating a ton of brownies.
I feel like eating really good brownies.
I feel like eating a lot of really good brownies.

In this case, for speakers for whom (5a) is not ambiguous, we would expect an interpretation
in which the silent element is MANY, as discussed for sentences like (16). However, other
speakers may have a silent GOOD within their grammar, as well. This additional element
would reside in the same position as MANY, resulting in the ambiguous reading—because
neither is overtly pronounced, disambiguation would only follow from context. Otherwise,
both silent elements would be equally available. The tree with GOOD is given in (18).
(18)

Thus, the sentence could either be read as “hella MANY brownies” or “hella GOOD
brownies,” depending on context, because the two are structurally equivalent. Since the silent
element appears in the same position in both structures, both forms could be appropriate
interpretations without a disambiguating context.
5.3 Bay Area Dialect
We turn now to the structure of hella in its Bay Area variant. For speakers whose use
of hella patterns with this dialect, sentences in which hella quantifies over nouns, intensifies
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over adjectives, and is used in time expressions with overt compelements are acceptable. In
cases where hella is an adjectival intensifier, I argue that the “basic form” as described in
section 5.2.1, in which hella must modify an overt adjective, is also applicable in the Bay
Area dialect. Because Seattle and Bay Area speakers agree on the grammaticality of these
types of sentences, it makes sense to describe them using the same analysis if one is available.
For the other cases, however, I argue that the Bay Area dialect must have its own distinct
underlying structures to account for the different surface forms seen. For sentences in which
hella is used as an adverb to modify a verb phrase, I posit a derivation that is nearly identical
to that of the Seattle dialect, but that crucially differs in that its Degree feature (on the head of
the Degree Phrase) is a strong, rather than weak, feature. As such, the feature checking
relationship between Deg0 and hella must also necessarily involve the movement of the
IntensifierP containing hella into the Specifier of the DegP. This movement also resolves the
Doubly-Filled Comp Filler violation that licenses silence in the Seattle dialect, allowing the
complement of the DegP to remain overt and show up as pronounced within the sentence.
This structure can be seen in (19).
(19)
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Following from this proposed derivation, our theory can account for Bay Area
speakers’ preference of sentences like (20), as opposed to their silent counterparts in the
Seattle dialect.
(20)

This seat reclines hella far.

Bay Area speakers who use hella also accept sentences of the form of (21), below.
(21)

We haven’t heard from her in hella days.
We haven’t heard from her in a while.

Unlike time expressions with hella in the Seattle dialect, wherein the word describing an
increment of time is necessarily silent, the Bay Area structure of hella requires the presence of
an overt NP to denote the extent of time in question. Therefore, hella must move out of the
adjunct of the NP containing days as required by the strong degree feature on the Deg0 head.
This movement can be seen in the tree for (21) below.
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(21)

However, this analysis is slightly problematic for sentences in which hella functions
like a quantifier, describing a large amount of some NP, such as “hella brownies” in (5a).
Because hella is describing the quantity of “brownies” in this example, rather than
functioning as an intensifier over another adjective that describes the amount of brownies
(like the silent MANY that appears in the Seattle dialect), our previous analysis of hella as an
IntensifierP does not quite fit. As such, I propose that there is a second lexical entry for
speakers of the Bay Area dialect in which hella functions as a quantifier. This would give the
following derivation of (5a).
(5a)

In this structure, hella can also easily be substituted with other quantifier words, such as
several or many, further supporting this quantifier analysis.
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Analyzing hella as a quantifier in this way also allows us to account for the
ungrammaticality of sentences such as (22):
(22)

*The hella ketchup on this burger is grossing me out.
The large amount of ketchup on this burger is grossing me out.

Because quantifiers and overt determiners are in complementary distribution, if hella could
indeed be considered a quantifier, we would expect that it would not be able to appear with an
overt article like “the.” This complementary distribution of determiners and quantifiers is also
evident in the ungrammaticality of items like *the some boys or *an every dog, in which the
combination of an article with a quantifier is considerably degraded. Indeed, this prediction is
supported by native speaker judgments that consistently mark sentences of the form “the hella
NP” as poorly formed. Speakers’ own metalinguistic analyses act as further support of this
proposal; one participant who left a comment in my preliminary survey explained, “No article
is required with ‘hella.’ It serves as its own article in a way, much like ‘some.’” In giving one
of the most prototypical quantifiers as an example, this native-speaker insight acts as further
support of the view we have taken thus far, in which hella modifies a bare NP, rather than a
full DP.
5.4 Dialect Recap
To summarize, the dialects of hella spoken in Seattle and the Bay area have in
common an underlying syntactic structure for sentences of the form “She’s hella smart,” in
which hella functions as an adverbial intensifier, yet they diverge in their judgments of
several other forms in ways that can be accounted for by their different syntactic structures.
For speakers of the Seattle dialect, hella consistently functions as an intensifier, modifying a
silent element of some sort. This results in sentences in which hella modifies a time
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expression with no overt NP, appears in expressions denoting habitual actions, designates a
large quantity or degree of an NP, and, for certain speakers, results in ambiguous readings
where meanings of “large quantity” and “awesome” are both available. These sentence types
can be explained by positing silent elements of TIME, LOTS, MANY, and GOOD. Within
the Bay Area dialect of hella, on the other hand, hella can be analyzed as both an intensifier
over an overt adverbial phrase within the same degree phrase framework as posited for
Seattle, and as a quantifier, denoting a large amount of the phrase it modifies. Such an
analysis also explains the ungrammaticality of constituents like “the hella ketchup” and
accounts for most of the forms where the Bay Area dialect differs from that of Seattle. It is
interesting to note that the form the two dialects share, in which hella intensifies over an
adjective, also happens to be the most commonly used by speakers who do not use hella
otherwise. It is also parallel in form to uses of intensifiers like wicked or mad, which have
been argued to be east coast counterparts of hella in many ways (Bucholtz, 2001).
Interestingly, the adjectives which hella is licensed to modify are only those that may
be called “scalar adjectives.” These kinds of adjectives, which contrast with “categorical”
adjectives and “extreme” adjectives, include adjectives like smart, cool, and nice; in other
words, hella is limited to modifying adjectives that can be graded on a scale, as opposed to
describing other kinds of properties, like categorical adjectives (e.g. married woman) or
extreme adjectives (e.g. huge). For instance, it sounds somewhat odd to describe something as
“more huge” than another thing—huge implies a certain degree of bigness, and anything that
passes this threshold can thus be considered huge. Indeed, this analysis holds true with hella
as well—speakers report phrases like “hella huge” as awkward-sounding and markedly nonnative. This may be explained by the fact that intensifiers speak to the degree to which
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something is a certain quality, which would necessitate a kind of adjective that can be graded
by degrees.
5.5 Issues Raised
Although it can account for most of the differences between dialects in their uses of
hella, this structural hypothesis is far from perfect, leaving several questions open to
investigation and further analysis. Primarily, the principal structure of hella in the Bay Area
dialect cannot account for structures in which hella is used to denote a large quantity of an
NP. This incongruity necessitates positing a separate analysis for structures of this type, in
which hella has a separate lexical entry as a quantifier for Bay Area speakers. A more
consistent analysis would be able to account for this sentence structure under the same
derivation as hella’s other uses within the dialect, as opposed to arguing for a separate
analysis to account for this type of structure.
The dialectal differences in the presence of silent elements may seem strange to
some—why would speakers vary so drastically in the underlying structures of this lexical
item, if arguably it means the same thing in both dialects and originated in the same place?
However, if we consider these dialectal differences as we would cross-linguistic differences,
these facts become less surprising. For example, Kayne (2005) uses French and Italian in his
discussion of silent YEARS in English, pointing out that while YEARS seems to make sense
for English, years must necessarily be pronounced in the parallel structures in French and
Italian. This contrast can be seen in (23).
(23)

at the age of seven YEARS
A l’âge de sept *(ans), Jean… (French: ‘at the-age of seven (years), John…’)
All’età di sette *(anni), Gianni… (Italian: same)
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If we consider the dialects of hella just as we would these cross-linguistic differences, our
theory that a structural alternation between the two dialects is what accounts for their surface
differences may appear more straightforward.
6.

Conclusion

6.1 Summary
Hella, an intensifier and quantifier used by speakers of American English in the western
coastal regions of the United States, is a rich example of micro-parametric variation between
two dialects of one language. The two dialectal regions discussed are Northern California’s
Bay Area and the city and surrounding suburbs of Seattle, Washington. Although speakers of
English who do not use hella usually define the term as meaning “very” or “really,” there are
in fact many other syntactic environments in which hella appears that are grammatical for
speakers of these dialects. However, the two dialects differ in what uses of hella they deem to
be acceptable, with contrasting judgments on a number of structures.
By looking into this instance of cross-dialectal variation, my work aims to help fill the
gaps in knowledge of syntactic variation within American English. Such work follows in the
footsteps of work done by the Yale Grammatical Diversity Project, which “documents the
subtle, but systematic, differences in the syntax of English [in order to provide] a crucial
source of data for the development of theories of human linguistic knowledge” (Wood et al.,
2015).
In pursuing this investigation of hella, I hypothesized that speakers from Seattle and
the Bay Area would differ systematically in their judgments of certain structures. I predicted
that this could be accounted for by differing underlying syntactic structures present in the
grammar of the two groups’ hella dialects. To test these hypotheses, which were formed on
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the basis of background information I had gathered through in-person interviews, an informal
online survey, and Internet research, I created a follow-up survey to be run through Amazon
Mechanical Turk. This platform allowed me to single in on speakers from the two states in
question (California and Washington) and test my predictions about hella’s acceptability in a
range of contexts, ultimately leading to a better understanding of its distribution. I found that,
as predicted, hella was grammatical in both dialects when used in expressions of quantity over
both mass and count nouns, in cases of NP-ellipsis, and as an intensifier over adjectival
phrases. On the other hand, speakers from the Seattle dialect marked sentences in which hella
modified a covert time expression, functioned as an intensifier, described a habitual action,
and, for some speakers, denoted “awesomeness,” as well-formed. These structures were
largely unavailable to speakers from the Bay Area, for whom structures with overt
complements were more productive. These included expressions of time with overt time
words such as “days” and “years” and intensified adverbial phrases. I propose that these
differences in judgments can be accounted for by arguing for the existence of silent elements
within the Seattle dialect. That is, for speakers of Bay Area hella, the word that hella modifies
must be pronounced in the sentence. However, for speakers of the Seattle dialect, the thing
being modified by hella is almost always silent, as necessitated by the Generalized DoublyFilled Comp filler. These distinct underlying forms explain why hella patterns differently
within the two dialects: the two regions have fundamentally different syntactic structures.
6.2 What next
It still remains to be known whether there are perhaps other uses of hella not discussed
in this paper. In addition, it will be interesting to see if and how hella’s distribution changes in
the future. Will it become more widespread within West Coast dialects of English? Will
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speakers who move to these regions and adopt the word use it in new ways, expanding its
distribution even further? Is there an altogether better analysis to account for dialectal
differences in the use of hella? Further research on the topic will help address these questions.
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Appendix C – Participant Instructions and Consent Form
Acceptability Judgment Experiment
Welcome! Thank you for participating in this study for the New York University Linguistics
Department. Your participation provides valuable data for the scientific study of language,
and is greatly appreciated.
This study is restricted to native speakers of American English. If your native language (i.e.
the language you learned from birth) is not American English, we kindly ask that you do not
participate in this study. Also note that you can participate in this study one time only for
payment. Multiple submissions from a single user are not eligible for payment.
You will receive the code for payment after you have completed the study. Enter this code
into the Mechanical Turk form for this study to receive payment.
Please fill in the information below. Everything you enter is confidential. This is purely for
scientific research conducted at the New York University. If you have any questions or
concerns, please contact Dustin Chacon at dustin.alfonso@nyu.edu.
Consent Form for Participants on Mechnical Turk
You have been invited to take part in a research study about how words, phrases, and
sentences are understood. This study will be conducted by Dustin Chacon, Department of
Linguistics, Faculty of Arts & Science, New York University.
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Provide your age, gender, native language, and country of birth.
Read words, phrases and sentences.
Judge whether a word is a real English word.
Judge whether a sentence or phrase is grammatical.
Answer questions about sentences or phrases.
Write words to complete an incomplete phrase

Participation in this study will take 15-30 minutes.
There are no known risks associated with your participation in this research beyond those of
everyday life. Although you will receive no direct benefits, this research may help the
investigator understand how words, phrases, and sentences are understood.
You will receive $0.50 compensation per 15 minutes for your participation.
Confidentiality of your research records will be strictly maintained by keeping participants
anonymous, and the researchers will not receive any identifying information about you.
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Participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw at anytime
without penalty. For interviews, questionnaires, or surveys, you have the right to skip or not
answer any questions you prefer not to answer.
If there is anything about the study or your participation that is unclear or that you do not
understand, if you have questions or wish to report a research-related problem, you may
contact Dustin Chacon at (21) 998-7690, dustin.alfonso@nyu.edu, 10 Washington Square
Place.
For questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the University
Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects, New York University, 665 Broadway,
Suite 804, New York, New York, 10012, at ask.humansubjects@nyu.edu or (212) 998-4808.
You may download a PDF of the consent form here.
By checking the box below, you consent to participate in this study.
Instructions
In this experiment, you will be asked to determine whether words, phrases, and sentences are
acceptable in English. For words, you must decide whether the word is a real English word.
For instance, if you saw clock, you would respond that it is a real word of English. If you
saw blick, you would respond that it is not a real word of English.
If you see a phrase or a sentence, you may be asked to respond whether it is acceptable. By
acceptable, we mean that it sounds like the kind of sentence you or your friend might say. We
are not necessarily interested in asking whether it is "correct". We will ask you to rate the
sentence on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 indicates a very unacceptable sentence, and 7
indicates a completely acceptable sentence. For example, the sentence the cat is on the
mat could be rated 7, whereas the sentence cat the on mat the is would be rated 1. Some
sentences might be somewhere in between, e.g. the man that I like him is nice, which you may
mark 3 or 4.
Some sentences you will read word-by-word. You will see a series of dashes. When you press
the space bar, the first dash will be removed and the first word of the sentence will be
revealed. When you press the space bar again, the next word will be revealed, and the
previous word will be hidden. You will progress through the sentence in this manner. Try to
read at a comfortable and natural pace, but make sure that you can understand the sentence.
Afterwards, you will be asked to judge whether the sentence was grammatical, or you may be
asked a question about the content of the sentence. This is to ensure that you understood the
sentence.
You may see some sentence fragments or phrases. There will be a space provided for you to
fill in one or more words so that they sound as complete as possible. For instance, you may
see John is my best, and you might type in friend.
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When you are ready, please click below. You will get some practice reading words, phrases,
and sentences. After some practice, the main experiment will begin.
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Appendix D – Survey Examples
Test Sentence:

Ungrammatical Filler:
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Appendix E – Preliminary Survey Results
Significant differences between dialects were found for the following sentences:
1. I haven’t had ramen in hella.
2. You know what I haven’t had in hella? Ramen!
3. You know what I haven’t had in hella days? Ramen!
4. I ate ramen hella in Japan in the 90s.
5. The restaurant’s hella days away.
6. It took us hella days to get to the party.
7. It took us hella to get to the party.
8. I went to the library hella last year.
9. This seat reclines hella.
10. I spoke Spanish today for the first time in hella.
11. I spoke Spanish today for the first time in hella days.
12. You were dancing and singing hella last night.
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